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Torras phone case UPRO Ostand Clear for iPhone 15 (transparent)

Torras UPRO Ostand Clear Case for iPhone 15 (Transparent)
Provide optimal protection for your smartphone and enjoy unparalleled comfort with the Torras UPRO Ostand Clear case. The accessory
is  equipped  with  a  stand  that  allows  for  angle  adjustment  from  40°  to  120°  and  also  uses  strong  magnets.  Thanks  to  its  solid
construction, it provides protection for the device in case of a fall.
 
Magnetic Construction
The  Torras  UPRO  Ostand  Clear  case  uses  Halbach  magnets,  known  for  their  reliable  strength.  You  can  freely  use  various  magnetic
accessories,  such  as  chargers,  or  attach  the  phone  to  the  refrigerator  to  comfortably  cook  while  being  assisted  by  professional
recordings.
 
Guaranteed Protection
You  no  longer  have  to  stress  every  time  you  drop  your  smartphone.  The  Torras  UPRO  Ostand  Clear  case  provides  military-standard
protection, and reinforced corners and edges absorb shocks, protecting the device from the impact of hits.
 
User Convenience
The Torras  case is  equipped with  a  practical  stand,  which expands the smartphone's  usability.  You can adjust  it  from 40° to  120° for
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comfortable movie watching or video calls.
 
Classic Design
The design of the Torras UPRO Ostand Clear case combines elegance and minimalism, highlighting the refined look of your smartphone.
Its slim profile and transparent construction allow you to enjoy the original design of the device.
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Preço:

Antes: € 47.5026

Agora: € 41.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Capas, Tempered glass, Smartphones
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